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Vary your challenges

LEADERS

Complete 10 of the below challenges and
send results and processes to your leaders
so as they can award you for your brilliant
effort! We recommend completing all from
Local, International and Outdoors and then
ONE New skill. Discuss with your leaders
and agree to what can be done though.

You may be interested in some certain topics
from the below challenges, but why not test
your skills against something new to pass the
time? Vary the challenges you pick and the
skills they relate to. Show your creativity to
your leaders!

LOCAL

INTERNATIONAL

Host a quiz/game through an online
platform for Friends or Family

Cook 5 different meals from 5
different countries

Brighten your space! Work on your
local area, put a display in your
window, or get creative with planting

Learn the foundations of another
language

Send a card to frontline workers in
your area (neighbours, NAS,
Carehome etc)

Find a campfire song from another
country and learn it fully

Begin your planning of Chief Scout Award
OUTDOORS

Cover 150km distance over a set
period of time agreed with your
leader (Hike/Bike/Exercise/Etc)
Sleep somewhere unusual. Hammock
or tent in the garden, build a hut
inside, or get creative
Demonstrate an understanding of
'Pacing'

NEW

Air - Build a small hot air balloon
Emergency - Understand and
demonstrate "ABC" of basic first aid
Pioneering - Build the gadgets from
a typical site (Model size, or full
scale)
On Water Skills - Understand the
Beaufort Wind Scale up to Force 6
Backwoods - Learn and demonstrate
using Star Constellations for
directions and the Sun/Watch
method
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COMMUNICATE AND SPREAD

LEADERS IN YOUR GROUP

THE IDEAS

Keep in contact through different online
means. Plan as much as you can. Take this
time to organise the things you never
thought you had time for!
Remember scouting does not need to
"stop", it just needs to "change".

You CAN run program through online
platforms and it has been showing great
success. We'll lay out below how to get a
weekly online meeting in action - We need
the help of all volunteers to spread program
ideas and thoughts within groups and
counties to keep it rolling online!

ONE

TWO

Get access to an online platform
such as 'Zoom'. This can host a
number of screens for your section
to all chat.
Remember to give time to TALK.
Some of the members have not seen
each other in a long time - catch up!
Start scouts as you would a normal
meeting. Say your prayer/promise
etc
THREE

Have a game ready to go for your
first meeting. There are plenty of fun
challenges online at the moment that
your members can take part in from
each of their homes, together!
You can try a treasure hunt using
common items in a house.
Organise with the members that they
provide the game for next week. let
them also lead!
FOUR

Plan AND do!
Your first week might consist of
mainly a plan. Take what you had
planned to complete the past few
months and dissect what can be
completed from home.
Add new skills which can be worked
on (Adventure Skills for reference)
Give appropriate time. Work on part
of it in the meeting or have a
prepared leader demonstration.
Finish over the week if neccessary.

Finish on a high note!
Have your finish point well
organised. Use an active game such
as completing tasks in a race format
or something fun like baking at
home while online together (with
instructions).
Always having a good finish will leave
your members actively wanting to
meet again next week

Remember, this works differently for everyone, and will require patience
during this hectic time. Share and communicate ideas.

